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The mission of the NAEA Research Commission is to promote a vibrant 
culture of research.

• Encourages NAEA members and the broader educational community to understand, 
utilize, and value research as a means for improving art education practice, 
advocacy, and policy. 

• The NAEA Research Commission is working to meet the ongoing research needs of 
the visual arts education field. 

• The Commission will coordinate, and communicate about research that relates to the 
needs of practitioners and additional stakeholders concerned with understanding 
critical questions of importance to the field.

• Research Agenda (Assessment, Social Justice, Technology and Demographics), 
update currently in-progress

• On NAEA Collaborate: Research Conversations 



The Professional Learning Through 
Research Working Group (PLR)

The PLR provides opportunities for continued 
professional growth in support of conducting, 

using and sharing research that promotes
teaching for learning in the visual arts.



PLR Goals
• Build and cultivate professional growth communities committed to 

diverse research needs (COMMUNITY).
• Promote the visibility and values of art education research through 

increased communication to stakeholders (ADVOCACY).
• Develop knowledge about, skills in, and dispositions towards research 

as a means to advance visual arts teaching and learning (LEARNING).
• Facilitate understanding of ways to create and utilize art education 

research in multiple settings (RESEARCH & KNOWLEDGE).
• Grow a robust and vital research culture (ORGANIZATIONAL 

VIBRANCY).



Donalyn Heise
University of Texas at Austin

Lisa Kay
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Research: 
Fostering Resilience Through Art

• Steeling and resilience in art education
• Data reveals protective factors that foster resilience through art 

• Resourcefulness
• Creativity / Flexibility
• Optimism / Vision for the Future
• Contributing to the well-being of another

participant quote

Heise, D. (2014).

Heise, D. (2017, 2014, 2013; Heise and Macgilivray, 2013)



Trauma-informed Art 
Education

AWARENESS of…
• trauma (recognize and respond without re-

traumatization)
• signs / triggers of trauma in our students and 

ourselves
• the impact of trauma on teaching and learning
• the impact of student trauma on art educators
• evidenced-based strategies to support SEL

Hunter, A,; Heise, D. & Johns, B (2018). Art for Children Experiencing Psychological Trauma: A Guide for Art Educators and School-Based Professionals.  Routledge Inc.



Data responses from art teachers:
• I feel [my students] pain.
• I can’t stop thinking about [my students] traumatic experiences, even on weekends
• On snow days I worry if certain students are hungry, or scared.
• Sometimes I feel exhausted from worrying about my students
• I can handle grading and planning and teaching. But the mental strain and heart ache 

from thinking and thinking about my student’s pain overwhelms me.
• I feel sick or shaky just thinking about what some of my students have gone through
• I am all too aware of the suffering my kids have experienced
• I can sense my students’ emotional pain and sometimes I feel it in my own body
• I can’t seem to detach from a student in need
• I definitely take work home with me.



Secondary Trauma & Compassion Fatigue
Signs:

• depression
• anxiety
• insomnia
• emotional numbness
• difficulty focusing
• anger and/or sadness
• aggression or lethargy
• appetite changes
• excessive drinking

Hearing the trauma our students have experienced can result in secondary trauma 
or compassion fatigue in us. Ultimately it can affect our ability to teach, as well as 
negatively impact our physical and mental well-being.



My Inquiry
1. How many art teachers experience secondary trauma or 

compassion fatigue?

2. How can we strengthen resilience in teachers who 
experience secondary trauma?

3. What are evidenced-based strategies for self-care of 
teachers?

4. What is the role of our professional organizations (NAEA) in 
addressing SEL and self-care for teachers.

D. Heise, Paper Collages



Self Care for Art Educators
WHO WHAT WHEN WHERE HOW WHY



My own suffering doesn’t matter 

It takes too much time. 

Another thing to check off your to-do list

Self care is meditation

You can’t teach if you are not emotionally there. 

Self care can be implemented in minutes per day

Self care can be integrated into your teaching

Meditation is not for everyone. There are other 
strategies



Daily Self-care for 
Educators

Recognize need

Systemic vs Individual

Integrated vs Stand alone

Calm vs Distraction strategies



Daily Self Care (continued)

Morning rituals

Midday breaks

Evening rituals

Creative engagement

Indulgences

Physical wellbeing  (eat, sleep, move)

Priorities

Collaborative paper sculptures



Vegus Hacks



Evidence-based 
Practices

Bilateral drawing

Weaving Narratives

Mindful Moments -
Attunement, Embodied response, 
Multisensory
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Resilience & Girl Power: Adolescent 
Girls Make Art 
• to construct an evidence-based, 

trauma-informed thematic 
creative arts curriculum for those 
working with adolescent girls 
who have experienced adverse 
childhood experiences

• to examine the connections 
between resilience and 
artmaking Daddy’s ‘lil Girl by Eva



Circle of Wholeness Mandala by Gunta.

Family Picnic, Making Special Collage by Ruth.  



Harm’s Touch is...
the damaging, accumulated 
effect of what therapists witness 
inside/outside of treatment.

Caring for/helping others, 
working with/witnessing others’ 
trauma/pain has gifts and costs.

“Image-based narrative inquiry response 
art” counteracts the negative effects of 
exposure to secondary stress and trauma.

Contemporary Issues in Art Education, class art experiential

(Barbara Fish, 2006)



Why art making as self-care?
• to detox, de-stress: process stressful teaching and 
personal responses to a particular class or with a student
• to hold/contain our own emotions
• channel negative energy into positive creative outlets
• to gain understanding and clarity about difficult situations
• to stay connected to our artist self during turbulent times.



Two examples

Tears, Lisa Kay, 12’ x 18”, tracing paper,oil pastelsFiery Hot, Lisa Kay, 12’ x 18’, torn magazine images



What are Visual Notes?
• mini works of art (4”x 6”) + reflective writing
• a method to explore teaching encounters and examine personal 

feelings and experiences
• a record of aesthetic insights

Shouldering, , Lisa Kay, 4” x 6”,  matt board, metallic markers Flamin Hot Cheetos; Cold as ice, Lisa Kay, 4” x 6”  mixed media



Ariel Wolfenson-
Bannon

When you open up your life to the living.
All things come spilling in on you.
You’re flowing like a river.
The Changer and the Changed

Changer and the Changed, Chris Williamson

How to create a Visual Note 
• Think about a student you have now or a class that is a challenge.
• Use a 4” x 6” card and art materials of your choice to create a 
quick visual response.
• On the back, use free prose or poetry to write a reflective 
response about your art. 



What to do immediately after a violent or 
traumatic event?
• “Care-about” through being “cared-for”
• Practice empathy
• Normalize distress 
• Emphasize the “here-and-now  
• Empathize safety 
• Attend to sensory responses 
• Introduce self-empowerment 
• Be culturally sensitive.



How do you help students cope during 
difficult times?
• Mirror empathic relationships
• Normalize distress
• Emphasize“here & now”+safety 
• Attend to sensory responses 
• Introduce self-empowerment  
• Be culturally 
sensitive/responsive 

Adapted from the US Dept of Health and Human Services, Substance Abuse and Mental Health Administration (SAMHSA); Artwork credit:  Issa Revell



Concluding thoughts

“In times of stress, the best thing we can do for each 
other is to listen with our ears and our hearts and to be 
assured that our questions are just as important as our 
answers."             ~ Fred Rogers     

Collage, Student Artwork, from the collection of Louise Nevelson



Resources
NAEA Professional 
Learning through 
Research Working 
Group Facebook Page
https://www.facebook.com/
groups/cdrcnaea/

NAEA PLR Website
https://www.arteducators.o
rg/research/articles/169-
professional-learning-
through-research-working-
group-plr

https://protect-us.mimecast.com/s/8kH_CVO0LJh23XASzcoZw
https://protect-us.mimecast.com/s/7frWCW6jMWu6OxBuKz0cx


Questions? 

Thank you, Dr. Donalyn Heise and Dr. Lisa Kay



The PLR has four open positions 

• MIDDLE LEVEL DIVISION
• SECONDARY DIVISION
• PRE-SERVICE DIVISION
• AT- LARGE

For further information visit: 
https://forms.gle/pYH7ZEZ8TWkLeaYa9

Deadline: January 31, 2020

https://forms.gle/pYH7ZEZ8TWkLeaYa9


The Professional Learning Through 
Research Working Group (PLR)

NAEA CONVENTION SESSIONS

Experiential Learning and Partnerships in Art Education
Thursday, March 26th from 3:30pm – 4:50pm, Center/Meeting Room 211D/Level 2

Investigating Non-traditional Pedagogies in Art Education: A 
Convergence of Historical Perspectives and Contemporary Art Practices
Friday, March 27th from 2pm – 3:20pm, Center/Meeting Room 211D/Level 2

Future Orientations for Social Justice: Critical Issues and Strategies in 
Arts Education Research
Saturday, March 28th from 12:00pm – 1:20pm, Center/Meeting Room 211C/Level 2
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